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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true regarding the effect of context pinning on routing? 

A. If the input includes an implicit invocation for a skill, the router pins the conversation to that skill. 

B. If the user is pinned to a skill and then enters something that doesn\\'t relate to that skill, the router automatically
checks other skills for a match. 

C. The thresholds that determine whether context pinning will occur or not set at the skill level. 

D. For user input that includes an explicit invocation for a skill, but not intent-related utterance, the router pins the
conversation to the skill. The next utterance, the router pins the conversation to the skill. The next utterance is assumed
to be related to that skill. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the code snippet below: 

Which two statement are true regarding the functionality of a composite bag referenced by the variable 

pizza? 

A. Any individual entity item can define its own maxPrompts to override the value in the dialog flow. 

B. The first time an incorrect value for an entity item is resolved, it will result in an error and transition to the state called
maxError because cancelPolicy is set to immediate and this overrides the setting for maxPrompts. 

C. Each entity item in the composite bag will be prompted for a valid value three times. After the last invalid input, the
flow will navigate to a state called setPizzaDough. 

D. Each entity item in the composite bag will be prompted for a valid value three times. After the last invalid input, the
flow will navigate to a state called maxError. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

To translate output messages, you created a resource bundle in your skill. The resource bundle contains an
orderConfirmation key with the following message: Thanks {0} for your order. Your order of a {1} is no its way. In your
dialog flow, you have a variable rb of type resourcesBundle defined. In additional, you defined a variable pizzaType
holding the type of the pizza (for example, Salami) and a variable pizzaSize holding the size of the Pizza ( for example ,
large). 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You want the flow to navigate to the cancel transition immediately after the maximum number of failed 

attempts are exceeded in the System.ResolveEntities Components. 

Which option must you use? 

A. Set cancelPolicy to "immediate". 

B. There is no such option in system.ResolveEntitis 
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C. Set cancelPolicy to "true" . 

D. Set cancelPolicy to "lastEntity" . 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/digital-assistant/use-chatbot/built-components-propertiestransitions-and-
usage.html#GUID-259C152F-3F53-4422-B89C-6FA7F01C1762 cancelPolicy Determines 

the timing of the cancel transition: 

immediate--Immediately after the allotted maxPrompts attempts have been met for an entity in the bag. 

lastEntity--When the last entity in the bag has been matched with a value. 

 

QUESTION 5

With the conversation variable being the reference to the Bots Node SDK, which statement correctly describes what
happens when the custom component executes the following code? 

conversation.reply( 1 HelloWorld 1 ); conversation.keepTurn(true); done(); 

A. The code prints the "HelloWorld" message in response to the next user message. 

B. The code triggers dialog flow navigation to a state, which has its name mapped to the current dialog flow state\\'s
HelloWorld action transition. 

C. The code prints "HelloWorld" multiple times until an infinite loop gets detected by the dialog flow engine. 

D. The code prints "HelloWorld" as a message and triggers dialog flow navigation to the next state. 

E. The code prints "HelloWorld" as a message and waits for user input. 

Correct Answer: A 
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